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ensure deserved or undeserved publicity. In any case his associ-
ation with the Press had taught Btilow to use journalism in
masterly fashion, an accomplishment which was to contribute
not a little towards launching him upon his brilliant career.
Not all the journalists whom he favoured showed themselves
grateful, I remember his often talking to me in high praise
of August Stein, the Berlin correspondent of the Frankfurter
Zeittwg, and, moreover, at the time when he was just about to
take up the appointment of Foreign Secretary. If Scheide-
mann's statement in his memoirs, that Stein treated him to a
ridiculous description of Btilow's vain posing, is true, Billow
treated Stein more honourably than Stein treated him.
It was characteristic of him that he never in conversation
offended against good form, but always kept silence when
gossip, however spicy, was being repeated; also that he never
told an obscene story and disliked listening to one. He
always preserved his dignity, always controlled himself both
as speaker and listener.
How absurd it is to say that he did not work hard or
willingly I Even his social grace was the result of vast
culture and reading, a high pitch of artistic perfection that
could not have been reached without much effort.
In spite of his preoccupation with the Moroccan problem
in Baden-Baden even there his unique humour would often
flash out.  He had by far the keenest sense of humour of any
of Bismarck's successors.   Perhaps his greatest crime was,
after his resignation, to recommend as his successor so
completely humourless a man as Bethmann-Hollweg, with
his stiff, respectable, donnish and official nature, and it was not
illogical that the latter should be followed in the chancellor-
ship by a spiritual scientist.  Bismarck's humour had survived
happily in Billow, whereas Bethmann-Hollweg's (touching
which Herr von Freiberg, German naval attach^ in Vienna,
remarked to me: " His name ought to be spelt Betemann ")
was succeeded by the pietism of a Michaelis.    Billow's
delicate humour was ail expression of the pre-eminence he
established in the Reichstag as speaker and debater.    A
statesman without humour is always incomplete.   It is no
accident that Cavour and Bismarck, who are accepted as the
greatest European statesmen of the nineteenth century, were
generously gifted with humour.   The best description of

